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WELCOME TO THE REALM OF 

OFF WORLD 
A PUBLISHERS NOTE 

ON INTRODUCTIONS, CHANGES, AND THANK YOU'S. 

s Publisher of this little venture, I thought it would be 
appropriate to explain the reasoning behind the make up of 
our magazine OFF WORLD and what separates us from all the 

others. 
The idea of any new magazine usually comes from someone saying 

to himself, "what I want to see or read isn't available.“ 
You see as a fan of science fiction, a reader of fiction, and a viewer 

of almost anything that comes from "the tube" or hollywood, my one 
complaint about most magazines was the shortage of quality art. 
Granted, great fiction usually is in itself visually stimulating, but it 
always seemed that the visual element of most science fiction or 
fantasy mag's were practically nil...except for an occasional fantastic 
cover. 

On the other hand, in the comic book market, the opposite has 
occurred. Most books are remembered for their art, as opposed to their 
stories. Periodically the two would mesh. In those cases, we all thanked 
our lucky stars. 

But for those of us who wanted prose, instead of the sequential 
format of comics, we were mostly out of luck. 

That's where we come in. The concept is rather a simple one. Take 
good stories, meld them with good art and combine them in a 
stimulating format that literally leaps out at you. 

I'm proud to report that with our maiden voyage; we have 
accomplished our goal. Of course you the reader will be the final judge. 

Read us, look at us, judge us and then spread the word. 'Cause 
without you, as they say, we're nothing! Let us know what you think, 
believe me we'll listen. Since we're a quarterly publication it's possible 
what you suggest could occur very quickly. 

I, of course, feel we have a great magazine, one that both 
professionals and readers will grow to love and want to get issue after 
issue. 

NOW A SIDEBAR 
As many of you know our magazine was originally called 

ADVANCED WARNING! A title which I came up with over two years 



ago, the name with which we have been promoting this magazine 
with. In fact a lot of you have subscribed to ADVANCED WARNING! 
and probably were a little surprised when you received our note about 
the change. At first we fought against the change, but decided that it 
was better to put out our Premiere edition on time then to wait 6 
months or longer at the least while the attorneys squabbled. The so- 
called simple thing of changing our name, which many suggested or 
felt was an easy thing to do, wasn't. Just to come up with a new name 
that we felt represented our magazine and one that we thought would 
work wasn't so simple. 

The people behind ADVANCED WARNING! spent almost one year 
formulating the design of the magazine. Every aspect of what you hold 
in your hand takes time to design and develop. Now in the matter of 
days, we had to go about redesigning a lot of what you see. From the 
logo design, the cover design had to be updated to fit the new name, 
the contents page as well as other things to many to mention. Finally, I 
can personally say that OFFWORLD actually is a better looking 
magazine then ADVANCED WARNING! was. I can proudly state that 
OFFWORLD is what we set out to create, the best illustrated magazine 
of its kind. With better stories and art then anything on the market 
today. Wait’ll you see what we have planned for you in upcoming 
editions. 

A personal thanks goes to Tony Williams who came up with our 
terrific new name. 

Now a personal note. 
To my friends and family, I apologize for my time away. Its been 

almost two and one half years since I started trying to get this out. 
Because of my desire, sometimes I've been a little preoccupied. A 
special thanks goes to all the talented individuals who agreed to work 
for a new publication. Its a very special feeling to know that people 
would put their trust in you. A very special thanks to Laura, Ron, and 
Alex. And the most thanks go to Arnaldo and Tony. Your help in this 
endeavor will be forever remembered. 

As they say, sometimes dreams do come true. And if this is only a 
dream. May I never wake up. 

With warmest thanks and appreciations. I bid you welcome. Just 
turn the page and enter the Realm of OFFWORLD. 

Sincerely, 

Neil Feigeles^ 
PUBLISHER 





By GEOFFREY NOTKIN Illustrations By LURENE HAINES 

he ferry was large, but not comfortable; the 
1W m sea calm and black, and the ship steady 
If upon it. I stood alone on the deck in the 
W cold early-morning light, watching jellyfish 
■ JHI wash by, their clear and delicate bodies like 
old moss wrapped up in cellophane bags. 

turbines pulled in the locking chain, and 
the vehicle ramp fell heavily onto concrete. 
My car, stowed outside and covered with 
rain and seawater, sat tied to restraining 
hooks in the deck plates. I climbed in and 
waited for the signal to disembark. The 
cold water washed in ripples over my 
windscreen. 
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ring, or whatever. A 
turned around somewhere inside me, ar 
reluctantly I moved the car across tf 
water and mud that separated us. 

"Do you need a ride?" 
"I'm waiting for the bus. Do you kno 

when it leaves?" 
I looked behind me and tried to s( 

through the steamed-up window but, i 

pad below the trunk, and as the top 
ined open I helped him pull off his 

jssed the sodden thing inside, 
no tne car’s suspension settled very 
ightly as it adjusted tc " 

vardly 

thing. 
/e no idea," I 

. The clock in my | 

silently. I tried to figure 
how long I had until the 
next connection, but my 

"There’s supposed to 

voice interrupted my 
thoughts, and the 

juggling fell and were 
lost. "It should have left 
ten minutes ago." He he 
crumpled piece of p 

removed his bulky coat, stuffing it behind 
ie headrest where it fell and lay sprawled 

The road twisted for miles through 
rowded pines. Once, an army aircar burst 
ut of the clouds above us, its bulky grey- 
reen body starkly outlined against the 
ky. The elevated canopy, covered with 
uns and antennae, sported the blue and 
ed Eurostates Armed Forces emblem. The 
ard whine of jet engines shook our 

windows while the air- 
car crossed the open 
space between lines of 
trees. After that we saw 

There in the 
downpour 

stood a young 

man, motion¬ 

less and unconcerned. 

Long straps from his 

army backpack hung 

almost to the ground. 

11 had to 

at flopped over 

Jonathan." 
"Where are you 

coming from?" I asked. 
"I came over from Arran this morning. 

travelling around on the island ferries and 
trying to make the connections with buses 
and hitches." 

"You’re brave to travel rough, up 

out of my way, and I didn't know if I had 
enough time to take him before my next 
ferry left. I also didn't want company, but 

there’s going to be anything coming 
through here. You could be stuck for 

of your way." He grinned at me, then 
sneezed as he walked the few feet to my 

I unlocked the door from the inside, 
and jumped out. One foot landed in a 
puddle, and I felt cold water run in 
through the air holes in the side of my 

in Scotland. Everyone said it's very relaxed 
once you get over the border." 

Scotland has always been different 
from the rest of Eurostates, but hitching is 
still illegal. There would have been trouble 
if any troops had come over on the ferry. 

"I didn't mean it that way," I 
answered. "There are so few private cars 
around, it must be difficult." 

"Well, I've managed okay so far." He 
smiled innocently, and seemed oblivious to 
any danger. "Thanks for picking me up. 
I'm soaked." He patted his trousers. They 
were dark with moisture. "But it's still the 
best way to travel.” 
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Eurostates. 
"Some good music's come out of your 

country." 
"Yes." He relaxed a bit, and settled 

back slightly into his seat. "What South 
African music do you know?" 

I tried to remember the name of one 
of those banned multi-racial groups that 
I'd heard at a party. "Only Mapinduzi 
Justice," I said. 

He stopped fumbling with his jacket, 

"Really? I'm surprised! I didn't think 
you could get their stuff here." 

"You can't. A friend played it for me in 
America." 

"Which record?" he asked. 
"The first one. The one with 'Copper 

Sky' on it." 

with certainty. "They had four D-tapes out 

"Really?" I'm not too interested in 
music, I only mentioned it then to show 

Mapinduzi anyway, is that a town?" 

‘revolution,' although literally, 'turn over.' 
They're a very political band, but 'Copper 
Sky' is commercial. You've got to hear 

except that I've been posted.” He seemed 
to have lost a bit of his enthusiasm. "Still, 
give me your address anyway. Maybe I can 
send you something, at least a postcard. I 

people left to write to." 
"Okay, sure. Have you been posted up 

I knew the answer. Someone from outside 
Eurostates would never get to work at a 
government station. 

"No, nothing like that. I'm being sent 
up through the Outchange. I wanted to 
spend my last few days on Earth seeing the 
islands." 

"Why here? It's so empty." 
"Partly because of that. I'll probably be 

stuck on a space transport for ever, so I'm 
going to enjoy some open country while I 
can. Also, I've always wanted to see 
Scotland - it's always seemed so 
mysterious/^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
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couldn't have had a private car unless I was 
doing government work. Work for a 
government that was sending him to the 
Outchange and then to who-knew-what 
god-forsaken barren planet or asteroid? 
But he thanked me for the ride and for the 
company, and I could see that he meant it. 

want to go on to the islands with him. 
As I drove off up the hill and into the 

trees that began at the edge of town, I 
looked in the mirror, and for a second I 
saw him standing, smiling in the sunshine, 
waiting for the bus that would take him to 
Oban. I thought again of Mull and Iona, of 
the old abbey with the doves in the tower, 
and of the silent graveyard behind it 
where Macbeth is buried, and imagined 

the connection. But that would cost me 
the job. And it was a government job. And 
I was afraid. 

Then I had passed around a curve in 

the road and Jonathan had moved out of 
sight. Now he existed only to the bus 
driver or to some other traveller who 
might give him a ride, and it was too late 

One grey morning, not too long ago, 
"Copper Sky" came on the radio. I hadn't 
heard it in many years, and it brought back 

I stare out onto a very different 
landscape now, but just for that moment, 
my rain-swept window pane looked much 
like the old car's windshield. It reminded 
me of Jonathan, and I wondered where he 
ended up and how he made out. I 
regretted that I'd slipped away without 
giving him my address. Slipped away 
because I was busy and didn't have time to 
correspond with someone I'd given a ride 
to on a rainy day, someone who was being 
sent away. I still wonder what he would 
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By NAT GERTLER Illustrations By LAURA FREEMAN 

WM Whenever I try to think about what 
i W ^made my neighborhood special, it 

WAV ^Balways comes back to one thing: Mrs. 
f A f ^Bo'Leary's air conditioner. Now, every- 
Mk . lone thinks that where they grew up 

was special. Everyone knows that their village, their 
city, their suburb is not just a place, but a Place of 
Significance. The world, in some unlikely way, revolves 
around their home town. And for themselves, they're 
right. But my town really is different from everywhere 
else, though I never realized it until I moved away. 





NAT GERTLER 
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By RICK WILBER Illustrations By JUSTIN LEITER 

igh on the juice and enjoying each 
moment of it, Teddy giggles as he runs—a 
thin, sharp bark of a giggle that squeaks 
out as he hits the window in mid-stride 
and sends shards of glass flying while he 

hits the ground outside in a running roll and sprints for 
the gate. 
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HE WONDERS, AS HE CUTS HIS WAY 

There is no other way, he thinks, 
consoling himself for his actions. Too many 
lives. Too many lives and no control, no 
damn control at all. 

Slowly, staring at the round blade for 

a moment, fixated by its shine, he brings 

himself in it, the drawn face widening in 
despair. He smiles thinly and it smiles back. 
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BONUS PIN-UP 
Mk s a special' BONUS to you the readers of the 

MM Premiere'edition /of OFfWORLD. We've 
included thjs beautifully rendered image of a 

- mysterious NOMAD. This painting possibly set in the 
past, .present or ne’dr future'has been illustrated by’ 

“TONY WILLIAMS. Look fdr»more of Tony's art as he 
\illustrates pne of theStorigs. in this magazine; THE 

1*0LL, 'vvrft'ten by 0RTAN.A- WHITNEY DAMASCUS 
which presents one possible'vision of the.future. 

. Tony u^es-a mixed media approach to all his 
illustrations;: .Combining acrylic afid’oil paint, color 
and 'graphite .pencils. He also; as the illustrations 
done for THE TOLL can attest’is i fantastic black‘and 
whiten I lustrator.. i 

Along with teifig. Sn. iliustratpr, .Tony.js also ‘the 
CREATIVE CONSULTANt tb qf/WO^LD. Which* 
basically means he helped pu^'itoget'her the entire 
magazine. 

Finally, as the magazine you are hpljling in your • 
hands went to. pres$. Tony married tl\e very l.ovely 
Theda.. Ail we*cans&y is that we congratulate Tpny 
and Theda on the'ir Wedding'day. Good lucK/ 

Now that.the Wedding and honeymoon is over. 
I,have just one thing to say to Tony...get to work. ' 

• (a joke). t • , ’ . * *. 
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E.Tm The Extra-Terrestrial , 
ART BY: NEIL FEIGELES 

#t is no coincidence that the largest grossing picture of all time is in the 
genre of science fiction, And most of the top grossing films have been 
associated with one men,.Ste,$n' Spielberg, Along with the recent and 

* new ntimber one JURASSIC PARK Spielberg's filmsipdude JAWS, RAIDERS 
.OF THE LOST ARK and mo^ importantly E.T THE EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL.’Not 
only di,d this amazing.motion picture,change the way that people thought 
about the, concept behind eXfra-ter/eStrjals, who. until E.T. appeared were 
•thought of as evil or horrible*mopst%rs that were here to take over the 
wprld; put-this.brilliant love s’tpry-between the lo.nely boyiwhose mis¬ 
understood longings for a surrogate fa'ther touched a chord in.everyone, 
wifh a IpstlorjeJy alien who is missing-hi’s o\yn.family* How these two met, 
became friends arid eventually parted brought tears to everyone's eyes., 

StevepsSpielbe?g's concept, helped by; Melissa Matheson's beautiful 
script, continued hisSfascination vyith the stars.which began as a child. As 
witnesses‘to’ hftfiWt foray into outer- spaCei^ith Cldse Encounter^ of the. 
Third Kind; most of us couldn't wait until a'sequel qf ^nq kind,was made. 
And as he predicted his."tS|t>e movie" would chab^e the way all of us 
looked'to the heavens. **.*•'. ' 

Helped.mightily by the perforrriance-.pf jiertry,,Thomas as Elliot, with 
moving music by John Williams, and wiflt'ilte'amazing genus of CaVlo 
Rambaldi who helped create the creature itself. E.T. will be forever 
remembered for what it was. A once in lifetime experiencei that young arid 
old will cherish always. . 

E.T. is availably on Video, and Laser'Disc. And is One wf.thosd motion 
pictures that can be seen over and over again. If you are.one of the few. 
who hasn't experienced it’yve suggest that you do. If yoO are one 6f the . 
million; who have, we congratulate you and recomriiend you see it again. . 

And to Steven Spielberg, all we can say is thanks. . *. 

Starting with this, our premiere edition, we will pay* tribute to one of 
thp brightest and best of science fiction and fantasy's talents, novels, 
television and motion pictures that«have helped propel the genre into the 
mainstream pf popular culture. “®* ‘ , 







THIEF 
By MICHAEL MARKOPOULOS Illustrations by NATHAN MASSENGILL 

■ ■speeding pickup. A driver in a hurry. The 
A Bold man labored to the curb. A wrinkled 

lsuit draped his bony shoulders. A gold- 
Wltipped cane, sturdier than his twisted legs, 
' 'provided the only support. Squinting 
through thick bifocals, he looked first up the street and 
then down, unsure of himself. The light blinked, 
changing color. He impulsively charged into the street, 
hobbling forward bravely. Suddenly the truck came 
screeching around the corner, horn blaring. The old 
man froze, then felt a strong hand pull backwards. 

"Look out, old fella!" boomed the 
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Sotar retreating into the bushes. Some- 

The woman nodded off; Sotar fell to 
the floor, jolted awake. Oh no, he 
thought, I hope I won't stay here all 

night. A sudden noise exploded in the 
calm apartment. The telephone. The 
woman started, got up automatically, and 

Hi 
beams zapped across tl 

He hadn't missed the 
obvious. Her ring finger was 
naked. Time to transform 

state, he was paralyzed by 
the tightly wound molecules. He felt the 
bonds loosen, slower than usual, more 
painful than ever. This must soon end. He 
must go home. A few more robberies. A 
little more money. And then, new parts for 
the ship—and freedom. After fifteen 
minutes he returned to his quick 
capabilities. Sotar had assumed his natural 
form. Of course he could never allow a 

His native senses allowed him to track 
the electric beams. One fanned across the 

crept under the beam to the control box. 
D...O..rbi,rU...A...R. Poof. Beams gone. 
Sotar went into the bedroom. The lights 

Sotar snatched the ring up and strode out 
to a lamp. He peered at the stone with his 

sensitive eyes, mind ticking out the 
statistics. Carat weight? An estimate— 
three point one. Color? My, m—E. Clarity? 
He squinted closer, impressed. VS1, 
possible WS2. A compact fortune. 

Sotar put the ring down and stood in 
thought. Let's see now. How about a 
disguise? Yes, perfect. The molecules raced 
across his frame. Transforming without 
density change was easier. He shifted like a 

retreated and a head, arms, and legs 
appeared. The mass gelled. Familiar 
human attributes became visible. The 
general form became plump. Wisps of hair 
encircled a bald spot. Jolly blue eyes 

formed the hub of well- 
used crow's feet. Clothing 
congealed from rudimen¬ 
tary skin—a gray uniform. 
Hammers, screw-drivers 
and keys dangled from a 
heavy utility belt. Sotar, a 
big grin on his chubby 
face, was totally immersed 
in the character as usual. 
He dropped the prize into 
his breast pocket and 
walked out of the 
apartment, smiling. 

e shifted 

like a living 

blur, colors 

changing. 

The alien form 

retreated and a 

head, arms, and leg 

appeared. The mass 

gell. Familiar 

human attributes 

became visible. 
a tenant in the lobby to 
the whistling man. "How's 
the repair business?" 

"Never better," Higgins replied 
hastening out the door, tools clinking. "I 
really fixed somebody today." 

I after another adventure. "Tha 
I wretched newsboy!" He clutched : 

paper. "This generation's got no respect." 
He calmed himself, feeling 

his spacious quarters. They w 
comfortable—and expensive. He limped 
the center of the room, supported by I 
gold-handled cane, and stared up at I 

"Ahhhh...1 le marveled. 
ining the walls were rc 
ics, antiques, collector's items. They 
his companions and his primary joy. 
almost his primary joy. He looked 
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n from his 

), glaring c 
at him. "I don't 

even know if 

you're Sotar!" She 

ran into the blaze 

screaming "You will 

burn too, Sotar! You 

will burn, too!" 











By ORIANA WHITNEY DAMASCUS Illustrations by TONY WILLIAMS 

F _1 he mixture of coarse sand and gravel 
V M|| crunched under his booted feet, and with 
■ each step he counted out loud. "One 
■ ^^Bthousand twenty-three, one thousand 
■ twenty four..." He came to a small dune and 
slid down on his heels, leaving furrows that were 
quickly filled in by tiny avalanches of sand and debris. 
When he reached bottom, he stood still for a moment, 
placed his cracked and calloused hands on his hips, and 
turned his dust-caked face towards the relentless sun. 
Then he screamed. He screamed long and loud, a 
scream muffled by sand and expanse that seared his 
parched throat and left him coughing thinly at its end. 
He licked at his fissured lips with a dry tongue and 
winced. It was like dragging sandpaper across an open 
wound. 





ORIANA WHITNEY DAMASCUS 

was finally there, he had no idea what he 

tiny white building. It wasn't a house, it 

square, and much of it's front was made 
up of a large window that had shattered 
long ago. It gaped at him like the gum- 

curtain at one end fluttering, like a loose 
tooth in its socket. As he got closer, he 

been following was nothing more than a 
hastily done paint job, nearly scoured 
away in places by the wind and sand, 
revealing the pitted metal underneath. 
Spiny plants struggled to grow along the 
building's edges. A la rge cockroach 
crawled from beneath one of these plants 
and disappeared under the booth. He 
called it a booth because that is precisely 
what it was...a toll booth. He stifled a 
laugh, not noticing the lone tear that 
started to course it's way down his rough 
face, evaporating somewhere near the 

from his pants, his movements becoming 

harder and harder until he was pummeling 
his legs savagely. His legs buckled, and he 
fell to the ground. The world seemed to 
spin faster and faster under him; motes of 
color floated in the silvery sky before his 

expected to find, but he'd wanted it to be 
more. More! Then his chest heaved in 
uncontrollable sobs. Was this how his life 
was destined to end? He had survived the 
initial conflagration, a Mideast nuclear war 
waged for the most part with warheads 
purchased from the money-starved "nee 
countries" of the former Soviet Union. A 
war that ended much more quickly than it 
had begun, since all sides succeeded in 
annihilating one another. Then came the 
enormous clouds of chemical and 
biological fallout from the weapons which 
were either deliberately launched, or just 
ignited by themselves in some sort of 
terrible chain-reaction. These combined 
with the radioactive fallout to create a 
“soup" that the Devil himself would have 
tried to run from...if he could. If anyone 
could. Then Mother Nature seemed to 
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AT OFF WORLD 
We're out to make the best science fiction and fantasy magazine possible. So 
we would like to find out about our readers. Who they are, what they're into, 
and what they want? Please take a few minutes to answer these questions. 



YOUR VIEWPOINT COUNTS! 

16. What is your favorite form of SF 
(check all that apply): 
□ comic book □ magazine □ short 
story □ novella □ novel DT.Vsho 
□ movie mother_ 

17. Where do you buy most of your SF 
(check all that apply): 
□ bookstores □ book clubs 
□ comic shops □ conventions 
□ newsstand □ speciality stores 

18. Which of the following magazines do 
you read (check all that apply): 
□ Aboriginal SF □ Amazing 
□ Analog □ Interzone □ Omni 
□ S F Age □ Locus □ Isaac Asimov's SF 
□ S F Chronicle □ other_ 

19. What Television Shows do you watch? 

Please return all completed surveys to: 

OFFWORLD 
-Murray Hill Station- 

P.O. Box 1109 N.Y. N.Y. 10156-0604 

□ Yes! I wish to subscribe to OFF WORLD 

□ 1 Year (4 issues) subscription: $12.00 
Foreign $16.00 

□ 2 Year (8 issues 
Foreign $30.00 

21. What do you like least and best about 
the way science fiction is handled in 



WE’VE DONE 
□UR PART... 

WE’VE GIVEN 
YOU THE BEST 
SF MAGAZINE 

ON THE 
MARKET. 

OFF WORLD 
FEATURES ALL- 
NEW STORIES 
WHICH CATER 

TO YOUR 
INTELLECT AND 

NOT TO THE 
LOWEST 

COMMON 
DENOMINATOR. 

WE FILLED 
OFF WORLD 

WITH NOT ONLY 
SOME OF THE 

BEST ARTWORK 
BUT THE MOST 

ART OF ANY 
PUBLICATION 

AROUND! 

DON’T SETTLE FOR THE ORDINARY... 
DEMAND THE EXTRAORDINARY! 

NOW IT’S 
YOUR TURN! 

SUBSCRIBE TODAY AND GET ALMOST 

25% OFF THE COVER PRICE! 

OFFWORLD 

YOU’VE 
SEEN OUR 
PREMIERE 

EDITION 

COMPARE US, 
SEE WHY WE’RE 

BETTER... 

THEN 
SUBSCRIBE 
TODAY AND 

SAVE! 



FINAL THOUGHTS 

l.would like to tharflc each and every pne of you for buyinga copy 
of our Premiere edition of OffWORLD Magazine. Honestly, to thank 

you isn't enough._l should also congratulate you! 

You have picked up what is now referred to on almdst every single 
book with a special cover, of polybag...a TRUE "collector's edition".- 

You see my friends, colleagues, and family. Because of confusion 
over the way we promoted OffWORLD, or the fact that our • 

magazine is comic sized and feature? talent which includes names 
from the World of comic books, people weren't exactly sure vyhat 

we were presenting. So because of this and,other reasons, we 
•only printed 6,000 copies;of our Premiere edition. 

There will never be a 2nd printing': The only way that you' • 
will ever hav$a copy piOffWORLD # 1 is by doing what you 

did. 6r by waiting and buying this edition from a deafer for too- 
' much money! tftfedojh^vd tfl3ns''Ih jhe future, on possibly doing 

, ari Anthology feattg:ing nTaterhaPfrpTh'OFFlVO/?tD,but>it will never 
be presented the ^r^e.\tf^'.pj;5<5/icited as OffWORLD # 1 again. 

• Finally^this special is what you see, aver.y limited 
dditioni Not your t'yiflfa$‘ii'ifitted'edition of say 30,000 like most 

-. _ •“■ . sfriad pfdss companies. * 

' , '*• '• tC*'-1 "• Starting-with edition two..-. • , '• 
. ' • 'the piW^un Will expand, as your.interest in us grows. 

Speakio'g.pf'which, If you krjow^bf. other people interested in 
GQOD; QUALITY, THOUGHt PR6VdKlhrG; in.<). VISU.ALLY STIMULAflNG 

Spence Eirtion andtj^nfdSyi teJUheni ahout us! TeU the comic or 
• specialty shop wheVyou i^'u'^ith^Co^^ff OffWORLD, to order 
rtiore ip.the future; starting witf^^tjjjfujSivo.-lf you truly feel, after 
you've read edition cine, that vy&^irrfipiished what we set ou,t to 

do, then l ask you to spread'the wibfd about us.,. •* 

Our thinking has-^ljjfftys' been that read*S:wJa'nt,* deserve better ' 
then what they•fipye been.receiving. Batten writing, better art, 

better commentary. .Wfe feel that we have atfbmplished that goal. 
. You be the*judge. Let pedple knoyy.‘!'.let us know. 

, . '■ jj’' . ..Y' ' 'V . r' 




